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Opportunità di collaborazione dalla rete Enterprise Europe Network 
 

Luglio 2022 
 

 

Ricerche Partner per Bandi Europei 
 

FONTE: ENTERPRISE EUROPE NETWORK 
 

1) Title  

A consortium of 8 non-academic organizations aims to develop an Augmented Digital 
Freight Forwarder Platform under HORIZON-CL5-2022-D6-02-07: New concepts and 
approaches for resilient freight transport and logistics networks against disruptive 

events 

POD 
Reference  

RDRFR20220629006 

Summary  

A consortium of 8 non-academic organizations (UK, Austria, Italy, France, Germany, Portugal, 
The Netherlands) aims to develop an Augmented Digital Freight Forwarder Platform for 
supporting the decision-making of the international transportation and logistics companies with a 
multi-modal network. 

Deadline 
for EOI 

19/08/2022 

Deadline of 
the Call 

05/09/2022 

 

2) Title  
French company developing a fire protection system for buildings is looking for R&D 
partners to complete the consortium of a Eurostars/Eureka project proposaly 

POD 

Reference  
RDRFR20220623020 

Summary  

The French company is developing an innovative auto protection system against fires in outdoor 
areas, which slows and breaks the propagation of fire with a water projection system and 
retardant. The company is preparing a Eurostars/ Eureka project proposal and is looking for R&D 
partners to complete the consortium. 

Deadline 
for EOI 

30/07/2022 

Deadline of 
the Call 

15/10/2022 

 

3) Title  
Danish interactive adaptive media system developer looking for a science and cultural 
partner for Creative Europe Innovation Lab Call. 

POD 

Reference  
RDRDK20220622010 

Summary  

Danish startup has developed a unique biosensor-based analysis of short format media 

productions that has the potential to change the current media development processes. They are 
looking for partner universities researching biometric data application and biomarker detection 
and partners from the creative, art, and culture sector, museums or culture clusters, 
international media distributors/streaming platforms, and international and national game, film, 
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and TV producers providing test-sites. 

Deadline 

for EOI 
30/07/2022 

Deadline of 
the Call 

06/09/2022 

 

4) Title  
Spanish company searching for AI-based tool for automatic tree inventory in cities to 
complete a project for Eurostars call 

POD 

Reference  
RDRES20220701004 

Summary  

A Spanish company is deeply specialized in architectural elements as Nature Based Solutions 
(NBS) to integrate nature and architecture. The company is searching for a partner to complete a 
project for Eurostars call. They are looking for a partner specialized in artificial intelligence and 
machine learning. The aim is to co-develop a tool to identify and classify trees in cities based on 

data from the internet. 

Deadline 
for EOI 

30/07/2022 

Deadline of 
the Call 

15/09/2022 

 

5) Title  
A Bulgarian Start-up is looking for expertise for an EIC Accelerator project in the field 
of air quality dispersion modelling 

POD 
Reference  

RDRBG20220620006 

Summary  

A Bulgarian Start-up company that develops environmental technology solutions is preparing a 
proposal for the EIC Accelerator. As part of the concepts, an external expertise is required to 

fulfil the technology gap of the team related to the dispersion modelling of air quality data in near 
real-time. 

Deadline 

for EOI 
28/08/2022 

Deadline of 
the Call 

04/10/2022 

 
 

 
Per maggiori informazioni sui profili di ricerca partner e sui servizi di supporto per la partecipazione a bandi 
europei, nazionali e regionali: 
simpler2@finlombarda.it 
 
 
 
 

 

Ricerche di Partner Tecnologici e Commerciali 
 
 

Presentiamo di seguito alcune opportunità di collaborazione internazionale pubblicate nella banca dati di 
Enterprise Europe Network. 

 
Richieste e offerte di tecnologie 

 

1) Title Dutch company in the flower industry is looking for fully recycled and recyclable 
packaging 

POD 

Reference 

TRNL20220704001 

Summary The company is turning the flower industry on its head – for the better. How? By disrupting the 
traditional supply chain. They create seasonal collections using unusual stems to deliver unique 
flower arrangements. They always use field-fresh high-quality flowers straight from the grower 
and deliver to their customers through a high-tech and highly creative platform. How can the 
Dutch company deliver its products with fully recycled and recyclable packaging? 

mailto:simpler2@finlombarda.it
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2) Title Price monitoring digital system to complete full cloud-based solution for retail stores 

POD 
Reference 

TRES20220623009 

Summary A SME from the Basque Country is looking for field testing environments to bring the buying 
experience in retail stores to the next level. This process automation company specialised in 
electronic devices looks for apparel, textile, jewellery, food, and other products daily price 
monitoring service providers to make its cloud-based software system fully operational under a 
research or cooperation agreement. 

 

3) Title A Dutch healthcare organisation is looking for technologies and solutions to make 
elderly wheelchair users totally independent in their toilet visit. 

POD 

Reference 

TRNL20220601016 

Summary A Dutch healthcare organisation is looking for new ideas, solutions, and technologies to make 
elderly wheelchair users totally independent in their toilet visit. Within the care there is a growing 
urgency and necessity for this type of innovation. Companies, academics, or inventors are sought 
via a research cooperation agreement. This request is part of an innovation challenge. 

 

4) Title Spanish agricultural company is looking for new techniques for agricultural, ecological, 
self-made products through a technical cooperation or financial agreement 

POD 
Reference 

TRES20220613002 

Summary This agricultural company is located in Valencia (Spain). It has more than ten years of experience 
in the agriculture sector. They grow fresh and seasonal fruits and vegetables based on modern, 
advanced and sustainable agriculture. One of the advantages offered by the project is to 

strengthen the farmer-consumer relationship, so that the acquisition of products is made directly. 

They are searching for new crop-growing techniques to expand through a technical cooperation or 
a financial agreement. 

 

5) Title Price monitoring digital system to complete full cloud-based solution for retail stores 

POD 
Reference 

TRES20220623009 

Summary A SME from the Basque Country is looking for field testing environments to bring the buying 
experience in retail stores to the next level. This process automation company specialised in 

electronic devices looks for apparel, textile, jewellery, food, and other products daily price 
monitoring service providers to make its cloud-based software system fully operational under a 
research or cooperation agreement. 

 

6) Title Spanish (Basque) SME seeks front-edge technology for Medium Voltage circuit breakers 

POD 
Reference 

TRES20220623002 

Summary A Spanish (Basque) SME specialized in engineering and manufacturing of medium voltage (MV) 

and high voltage (HV) switchgears, is looking for a partner to jointly manufacture new and 
innovative MV/HV circuit breakers. The company seeks a partnership under either a license 
agreement or a commercial agreement with technical assistance. A jointly investment agreement 
could also be an option. 

 

7) Title Biosafety devices and technologies for protection against pathogenic viruses 

POD 

Reference 

TOUA20220629012 

Summary A Ukrainian University offers biosafety devices and technologies to protect humans, animals, 
plants and food from pathogenic viruses, microorganisms and fungi, and is looking for partners in 
biology and medicine for joint research and implementation of their research products. The 
desired types of cooperation are research cooperation agreement and/or financial agreement. 
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8) Title SME from Germany offers tailored human factors research for UI/UX design with a 

special focus on AR/VR. The aim is to participate in bilateral, small and large consortia 
to facilitate a user-centered perspective in technological research endeavors. 

POD 

Reference 
TODE20220629003 

Summary The client is an SME based in Munich, Germany. They offer individually tailored human factors 
research for UI/UX design with a special focus on AR/VR. They support exploration of users and 
their usage context, design and implement both, immersive virtual environments and general user 
interfaces and evaluate the experience in an iterative, scientific manner. They aim to participate in 

bilateral, small and large consortia to facilitate a user-centered perspective in technological 
research . 

 

9) Title A Bulgarian company is specialized in the production of extruded plastic tubes with 
direct printing, suitable for cosmetic products is looking for partners which are 

developing products for beauty, self-care products, and hotel amenities. 

POD 
Reference 

TOBG20220627017 

Summary A Bulgarian company is specialized in the production of extruded plastic tubes, suitable for 
cosmetic products. The modern printing technologies, the distinctive look, and the protective 
barrier of the tube are allowing the final product to not be supported by a second packaging. The 
rich experience, the innovative technologies combined with the usage of eco-friendly materials are 
making us a good partner for companies developing cosmetics, perfumery, self-care products, and 
hotel amenities. 

 

10) Title German company seeks partners to test software solution that makes production 
environments paperless 

POD 

Reference 
TODE20220701002 

Summary A German SME specialising in software development and digitalisation has developed an 
innovative software solution for paperless production environments. The software is a web 
application and works in any web browser. The German SME is looking for interested partners to 

use the software for a limited period in a test environment, with support for implementation and 
use. If the partner decides to continue using the software, a license agreement is intended. 

 

11) Title French start-up offers new generation of aptamer-based biosensors as alternative to 
antibodies through technical cooperation agreement 

POD 
Reference 

TOFR20220701008 

Summary A French start up offers a new generation of aptamer-based biosensors for rapid tests as 

alternative to antibodies, identified in vitro and produced by chemical synthesis with reduced 
costs, ensured sourcing and thermostability. Such tools allow targeting, detecting, quantitating or 
capturing any chemical or biological species of interest in the fields of health sciences, pharma, 
agri-food safety and environment. 
A technical cooperation agreement is sought. A manufacturing agreement is possible 

 

12) Title Greek start-up SME offers advanced marine weather predictions, using AI modeling and 
is looking for maritime technological companies, providing solutions on vessel 
performance optimization and routing, for technological collaboration. 

POD 

Reference 
TOGR20220705001 

Summary A Greek start-up SME, working in the environmental sector, offers advanced marine weather 

predictions. The company is using innovative AI modeling. The company is looking for maritime 
technological companies, providing solutions on vessel performance optimization and routing, for 

technological collaboration. 
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Richieste e offerte di collaborazioni commerciali 
 

 
 

1) Title Polish manufacturer of wooden toys for children seeks foreign agents/distributors 
willing to cooperate 

POD 
Reference 

BOPL20220705008 

Summary Polish wooden toys manufacturer is searching for foreign partners willing to cooperate on the 
basis of distribution services and commercial agency agreements. The company specializes in 

manufacturing products aimed at children, such as wooden manipulation boards and textile 
accessories both for play and decorative purposes. 

 

2) Title A Romanian retailer seeks producers of raw materials for women’s lingerie and 
swimwear and suppliers of manufactured women’s clothing and underwear under 

commercial and supplier agreements 

POD 
Reference 

BRRO20220705006 

Summary The Romanian, family-owned company is interested in signing commercial and/ or supplier 
agreements with foreign partners to acquire two distinct product categories. On the one hand, 
they would like to collaborate with international producers of raw materials for women’s lingerie 
and swimwear. On the other hand, they seek suppliers of ready-made, women’s clothing and 
underwear products. European partners only are sought. 

 

3) Title Maltese company is looking for a potential supplier of machines and permanent 
makeup products under a supplier or manufacturing agreement 

POD 

Reference 

BRMT20220704006 

Summary Established in 2021, this Maltese female entrepreneur and licensed make-up artist is looking for 
company / wholesaler that supplies permanent make-up machines, disposable items such as 
nitrile gloves or needles, as well as skin care cosmetics in order to expand her business offerings 
to the local market. Long-term cooperation is welcome for mutual benefit. Company is looking for 

a supplier or manufacturing agreement 

 

4) Title The company from Ukraine is offering Electronic Manufacturing Service (EMS), under 
manufacturing or outsoarcing agreement. 

POD 
Reference 

BOUA20220701003 

Summary This Ukrainian company is a modern PCB assembly (Electronic assembly) and PCB fabrication of 

any complexity of the full cycle. Company is looking for a partner, who is interested in services 

for the production of electronic equipment. The cooperation may be based on the manufacturing 
or outsoarcing agreement. 

 

5) Title Slovak Game Development Studio, looking for global partnerships and investments in 
the ecological gaming and crypto-gaming sectors. 

POD 
Reference 

BRSK20220701001 

Summary An innovative Game Development Studio based in Bratislava aims to elevate the gaming 

industry. Our primary game expands what is possible by combining casual gaming and 
blockchain rewards to plant REAL trees in the real world. This kind of creativity and innovation is 
celebrated and nurtured at the studio. 
The company is looking for new partnerships and investments specifically in the ecological, 

gaming, and crypto-gaming sectors. 

 

6) Title Polish company is looking for a supplier of bluetooth components 

POD 
Reference 

BRPL20220630009 
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Summary A Polish company is looking for a supplier of electronic components, exactly bluetooth 
components. 

 
 

Chi fosse interessato a richiedere: 
- maggiori informazioni sui profili tecnologici e commerciali in evidenza in questo numero 
- la segnalazione di ulteriori profili sulla base di specifiche esigenze 
- l’inserimento di propri profili tecnologici e/o commerciali 
può contattare:  simpler2@finlombarda.it 

 

 

 

 

mailto:simpler2@cestec.it

